
5S PRINCIPLE QUALITY MANAGEMENT

This article explains the 5S System, developed by Sakichi Toyoda, in a practical way. After reading you will understand
the basics of this powerful quality.

Shine Seiso [ edit ] 3S â€” cleanliness point with cleaning tools and resources. Seiketsu is to standardize the
processes used to sort, order and clean the workplace. In order to remain successful, businesses must become
more efficient, reduce waste and thereby reduce cost. When in place, anyone not familiar to the environment
must be able to detect any problems within 50 feet in 5 sec. Set up training for new employees. Inappropriate
or Non Value Added Processing â€” Waste is incurred through use of the wrong tool, performing needless
operations or not using the most efficient processes or tools for the job. Emphasise that the cleaning is clean to
inspect. Since our study was intended to provide an overview of the applicability of 5S from different aspects,
rather than answer a clearly defined question, we considered the systematic review inappropriate. When issues
arise, identify their cause and implement the changes necessary to avoid recurrence. Increase safety by
eliminating obstacles. Shitsuke Stimulate all to maintain the high standards. Variety of 5S applications[ edit ]
5S methodology has expanded from manufacturing and is now being applied to a wide variety of industries
including health care, education, and government. Identify and allocate a place for all the materials needed for
your work Assign fixed places and fixed quantity Make it compact Place heavy objects at a height where they
are easy to pick from Decide how things should be put away, and obey those rules 3. We conducted a narrative
literature review to explore its applicability to health-care facilities globally, with a focus on three aspects: a
the context of its application, b its impacts, and c its adoption as part of government initiatives. To be effective
we must keep the area and any related equipment clean. Secure for the future 1. Seiton is putting all necessary
items in the optimal place for fulfilling their function in the workplace. Excessive or unneeded inventory can
propagate other forms of waste. Inspect the workplace and equipment while cleaning. Remove all parts not in
use back to general store. Received Apr 2; Accepted Jul 4.


